ARCTIC ZONE

®

High-Performance Coolers For Work And Play
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A. 3860-31
Arctic Zone® Titan Deep Freeze®
6 Can Cooler

B. 3860-32
Arctic Zone® Titan Deep Freeze®
Expandable Cooler

The Titan Deep Freeze® 6 can cooler keeps ice for up to 1 day and is
the perfect size for lunch, snacks and a drink! The interior features
Deep Freeze™ high performance insulation with Therma-Flect®
radiant barrier to keep contents cold and an Ultra Safe® leak proof,
easy clean lining. The exterior includes a zippered front pocket,
elasticized mesh side pocket and an adjustable shoulder strap.

The Titan Deep Freeze® Expandable Lunch Pack doubles in capacity
when expanded* and includes 1 high performance Ice Wall™ for long
lasting cold! The Ice Wall™ fits inside an exterior pocket thereby
providing more interior space for food and drinks. It also means that
you can pack lunch the night before, refrigerate it and insert the
frozen Ice Wall™ in the morning without losing any of the cold by
opening the lunch pack. The interior features extra thick SuperFoam®
insulation, Therma-Flect® radiant barrier lid and an Ultra Safe® easy
clean lining. The exterior Rhino-Tech® material is water and stain
resistant and wipes clean easily. The lunch pack can be carried by
using either the padded handle or the removable, adjustable
shoulder strap.

As Low As: $ 33.28[c]
MIN QTY: 24

$

As Low As: 34.95[c]
MIN QTY: 24

C. 3860-34
Arctic Zone® Titan Deep Freeze® 20 Can Cooler
The Titan Deep Freeze® 20 Can Cooler keeps ice up to 2 days and is
perfect for hiking and camping adventures! The main compartment
has an easy access lid and features Deep Freeze™ high performance
insulation with Therma-Flect® radiant barrier for long lasting cold as
well as an Ultra Safe® leak proof, easy clean interior lining. The
exterior is constructed of durable water and stain resistant
Rhino-Tech® and includes a zippered front pocket and elasticized
mesh pocket. The cooler can be carried by its handles or by the
removable, adjustable Backsaver® shoulder strap that is designed to
center load weight for added comfort.

As Low As: $ 73.25[c]
MIN QTY: 6

